
Have one of the extras go around and do a quick test to make sure DA will run on the 
attendees’ machines

Hand out pretests as people walk in



Pre and Post Test are only 5 questions. 3 month Follow up will likely be a short emailed 
survey, with a phone call if we don’t hear anything back. We will be getting this contact info 
from you later in the day.

Pass out workshop evals now so attendees can jot down thoughts on what works and what 
needs improvement during the workshop

**GO OVER CONTENTS OF WORKSHOP PACKETS**





DANIELLE



DANIELLE, then the rest
At the end of this slide, have attendees introduce themselves: Name, position, and 
institution ONLY
**See if Lynne has better slide**

ADD IMLS LOGO



DANIELLE, then the rest of us
We still assign the Levels handout in advance, say our brief levels, turn them out into 
groups to start a discussion and get them familiar with each other, and then report out by 
show of hands?
NAME, INSTITUTION, ROLE ONLY!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



DANIELLE Mention that this is version 1…work in progress!!!
Meg’s note: make clear interested in the “bulk” of capabilities—will be shorter 
discussion if we ask people to just state Level 1, 2, 3, or 4 rather than everyone 
sharing details on which specific cells they can do.



Solution in Theory: Scary OAIS Spaghetti Monster
Solution in Practice: Figure out what you have, start talking to people, build a team and 
eventually a policy!



ACTUALLY GO OVER WHAT AIPS SIPS AND DIPS ARE..>USE THE SIMPLIFIED 
LANGUAGE WE PUT IN THE WHITE PAPER
SIP – Ingest (Accessioning)
AIP – Data Management (Storage)
DIP - Access
In just over 10 years, there are 5 repositories that have been able to become certified!!! 
(Chronopolis Report; Hathitrust Report; Portico Report; Scholars Portal; CLOCKKS, which 
received the highest score of any org) OAIS was conceived in 1996 and accepted as an 
ISO standard in 2002. 

A Note: These are all valuable things that benefit the field of digital preservation greatly…. 
We just don’t want you to become overwhelmed by them and grind to a halt before you take 
your first steps…like we did!

In the intro (to the 90 page document called the TRAC Criteria & Checklist,” the process 
came out of an identified need…
“The [OAIS] reference model (ISO 14721) provides a common conceptual framework 
describing the environment, functional components, and information objects within a 
system responsible for the long-term preservation of digital materials. Long before it 
became an approved standard in 2002, many in the cultural heritage community had 
adopted OAIS as a model to better understand what would be needed from digital 
preservation systems. 
“Institutions began to declare themselves ‘OAIS-compliant’ to underscore the 
trustworthiness of their digital repositories, but there was no established understanding of 



‘OAIS-compliance’ beyond meeting the high-level responsibilities defined by the standard. 
There were certainly no criteria for measuring compliance.”







**Show the handout! There is a handout in the 
packets that show our definitions for all of these.**



** Monologue to talk them off the edge.** You don’t have to pick the tools/services that will 
do ALL of the steps from the get go. 
Start with a step or two. And it doesn’t even have to be with a fancy schmancy tool!
Starting with a simple microservice tool will get you closer to your goals AND you can use 
them NOW!

- Baby steps still move you forward….. See “Walk This Way”.
CAVEAT: Time Sensitive. Software changes quickly. Like, REALLY QUICKLY. Reference 
COPTR



Having a basic knowledge of DP…they should already know the difference between 
storage and preservation. But it may come up as a question anyway.
Explain what we mean by processing and backend. Define difference between DP and IR. 
Details on these specific tools later today. WE PROMISE.
NOTE ABOUT BITCURATOR: The BitCurator project proposed to build a software 
environment that would integrate digital forensics tools and methods into the workflows and 
collection management environments of libraries and archives, and that would support 
properly mediated public access to forensically acquired data. Using digital forensics 
approaches can help us ensure the authenticity, integrity, and provenance of digital 
materials.

The project was a joint effort between the School of Information and Library Science at the 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill and the Maryland Institute for Technology in the 
Humanities, and was funded by an Andrew W. Mellon grant between 2011-2014. They 
produced the BitCurator software environment, which is built on a stack of free and open 
source digital forensics tools and associated software libraries. BitCurator can be installed 
in a Linux environment, or run as a Virtual machine on top of most contemporary operating 
systems. Features of BitCurator include: pre-imaging data triage, forensic disk 
imaging, file system analysis and reporting, identification of private and individually 
identifying information, and export of technical and other metadata



REALLY HONE IN ON ACCESS VS. PRESERVATION
From Library of Congress: We are focused on preparing content for preservation. 
Access is currently gravy.





HEY! We digitized this collection and it’s on the server! Now what?
Has anyone heard this question: Hey, do you want this flash drive for your 
collection/archive?”
The answer: “suuuuuurrrrre.”



Good enough = one way to do this
It is important to begin somewhere. As an archivist, these are the same steps as what you 
would do for analog material:
1.) Know what you have (inventory). Can be as simple as creating a spreadsheet
2.) Run accessioning tools and move to stable carrier (these tools help tell you what you 
have)
3.) MAKE ACCESS COPY
4.) Continue inventory
Consider using a clean machine and/or writeblocker



**Note that this is in their handout and has a side 2 to help them articulate different decision 
points.**



This is just ONE way of starting it – simply filling out an spreadsheet to keep track of what 
you have. 
These are basic categories to help identify – knowing what you have is a great first step 
that you can do now!
**Tell story of example donor**
What we know of the collection: “Jane and John Moneybags, Class of 2006, have kept 
materials related to research and patent for a feline health product. The collection will be 
called “A Curator’s Cat Collection.”



This is what the spreadsheet looks like with our example collection when we fill it in on our 
own. 
Notice that we have left the “Extent” and “Format” blank. We’ll show you a tool that will help 
fill in this information.



Explain why we are demoing Data Accessioner
Go through this slowly….   DA was built out of the need for a simple interface to allow 
technical services staff to have an easy way to quickly migrate data off disks and other 
external media onto a file server for basic preservation, further appraisal, arrangement and 
description. It also provides an easy way to integrate common metadata creating tools at 
the time of migration rather than after the fact. These tools include a MD5 checksum 
generator, JHOVE (Jstor/Harvard Object validation Environment) and DROID (Digital 
Record Object Identification). JHOVE provides functions to perform format-specific 
identification, validation, and characterization of digital objects. DROID is designed to meet 
the fundamental requirement of any digital repository to be able to identify the precise 
format of all stored digital objects, and to link that identification to a central registry of 
technical information about that format and its dependencies.

With a simplified interface, and written in Java (which is platform independent), it is 
intended to be easily adopted by smaller institutions with little or not IT Staff support

The tool is composed of several components bound into a single graphical interface. It 
recursively navigates a file tree and creates a copy of the tree in a given destination with 
the option of skipping specified files and directories. It creates a MD5 checksum for the file 
before copying it, and then, after copying creates another on the new copy and compares 
the two. If there is any difference, it creates and error and will notify the user. It also sets the 
last modified date of the copy to that of the original. 

Once the migrator has started, it instructs the adapter plugins to do their work and to send 



the results to the metadata manager for output in XML.



Walk through opening DataAccessioner DataAccessioner.jar





Here is what the XML File teslls us:
- Basic descriptive metadata
- Extracted metadata (folder tree hierarchy)
- Fixity/checksum: MD5
-Identifying Information (Exiftool)
-Identifying Information (File Utility) 
At end of product overview, mention that XML is a standard that many (all?) systems we 
tested can understand with little human intervention.
NotePad ++ is a free tool that can help you browse through and search the xml file, perform 
counts, etc.

But hold on! Isn’t there a better way to view this raw XML file? 
There IS! The developer of DA has developed a way to transform 
this raw XML into a nice report



We would like to give a huge shout out to Seth Shaw, who not only updated Data 
Accesioner but added this wonderful reporting tool. Seth Shaw is amazing and nice. 
This reporting tool takes the raw XML and creates lovely reports that you can also attach to 
your collections (or eventually upload to a shiny system!)
CSV File – Gives you a high level view of the collection
HTML – allows you to see the the details in a more palliative view, seeing the metadata you 
added in DA.



Walk through opening DAMetadataTransformer DAMetadataTransformer.jar



There will be a PDF included in the packets that includes step-by-step instructions. This 
tool is just to help see the data in HTML and CSV formats so you don’t have to look at the 
raw XML.



Look at all the data you are able to fill in! This is just ONE way of doing it. This allows you to 
get started immediately. 





These are tools we tested in 2013 as part of the IMLS-phase. Again, not an exhaustive list.
WE DO NOT RECOMMEND OR ENDORSE ANY ONE TOOL/SERVICE. This list was 
meant to be a sample of tools/services that perform certain actions. The list was 
recommended by our board of advisors during the IMLS-phase. 



Jaime note: To me, Front-end means the initial steps in the Dig Curation lifecycle, and not 
the “Access” part of things. Perhaps we can make it clearer by clarifying what it 
archivist/curator facing and what would be end-user facing (access/DIP/etc.)
We can also talk about which phases spit out SIP’s DIP’s and AIP’s and where those 
are used subsequently and by whom.
Most of these are Open Source or FREE tools. 



Some tools are free open source tools. But it’s important to note that open source tools are 
free like kitties, and not like beer. There’s A LOT of work and maintenance that goes along 
with that free kitty, whereas a free beer allows you to sit back and enjoy. 
Open source software requires resources to install, maintain, and improve it.



**Take time to explain what we were looking at when we tested the tool. Explain the 
process of testing/rubric we used to evaluate**
Open source 
Briefly discuss this is a front end processing tool similar to DA, only is a MODS-based 
platform.



We tested version 0.9 and 1.0
Notice this does a lot of the front-end processing: Ingest, Processing, with some 
maintenance. 



Hosted version now available – ArchivesDirect (will talk momentarily) 
Archivematica 1.4 and Storage Service 0.7 just released May 27, 2015. This version 
includes a number of bug fixes, and new tools/features. Highlights include:
- CONTENTdm integration for hosted or non-hosted environments
- Dspace integration, including capture of parent-child relationships
- Siegfried file identification tool
- Islandora/Archidora plugin
- Recovery of a backed up AIP



In Archivematica, Transfer is the process of transforming any set of digital objects and/or 
directories into a SIP.
In the Transfer tab of the Dashboard, the user moves digital objects from source directories 
accessible via the Storage Service into Archivematica.
Once uploaded to the dashboard, transfers run through several micro-services: UUID 
assignment; checksum verification (if checksums are present); package extraction (i.e. 
unzipping of zipped or otherwise packaged files); virus checking; indexing; format 
identification and validation; and metadata extraction.
At the end of transfer, the user creates a SIP from one or more standard transfer(s). Once 
this is done, the SIP is moved into ingest.



During ingest, digital objects are packaged into SIPs and run through several micro-
services, including normalization, packaging into an AIP and generation of a DIP.
(this screenshot is of Normalization) (ie WordPerfect to Word)



This easy to use form allows you to create metadata, either local metadata or using a 
standard (METS, MODS, DC, etc)



At this point, you can store the AIP to a storage system (your own server, another storage 
solution, etc)







Pricing as of June 2, 2015



This screen is depicting the DuraCloud log in screen to the web interface. Every customer 
receives a unique log in URL (i.e. http://organizationname.duracloud.org).
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This screen is depicting the DuraCloud synchronization tool. It is a software tool that you 
download and install on your local machine that walks you through a “wizard” in order to 
select the content you wish to upload to DuraCloud. As you can see in this screen, a 
directory called “Puppies” is actively being uploaded to DuraCloud.
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This screen is depicting the DuraCloud synchronization tool in the process of uploading 
content to DuraCloud. In the right hand side of the screen you can see the individual files 
that are actively being transferred “synced” to DuraCloud, the most recent uploads are 
listed below that, and the remaining files left to upload in the “queue” are listed on the 
bottom of the screen.
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This screen is depicting the DuraCloud web interface. On the left is the “Spaces” column 
(spaces are DuraCloud storage containers). In the center is the “Content Items” column that 
lists the content stored in the space that is selected. On the right is the “Detail” column that 
will show the detailed information for what you’ve selected. In this case it shows the details 
for the “carissa-images” space that is selected (highlighted in dark gray and checked). 
Space details captured include: total number of items stored, data the space was created, 
date the last health check was run over all content (as well as a link to download the health 
report), and history of content additions to the space over time. Additionally, this screen 
depicts the various storage providers that are available with this DuraCloud account. You 
can navigate to the various storage providers by simply hovering over the blue provider box 
and clicking on the sotrage provider name. The DuraCloud interface will update to show the 
content stored in the chosen storage provider. Note that the DuraCloud interface for all 
providers looks/functions exactly the same. The options for cloud storage providers within 
DuraCloud are: Amazon S3, San Diego Supercomputer Center cloud storage, Rackspace 
Cloudfiles, and Amazon Glacier.
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This screen is depicting the DuraCloud web interface. In this screen, the details for the 
“Boston_Terriers/bucketofpups.jpg” image that is selected (highlighted in dark gray and 
checked) are presented in the details column on the right. Content item details captured 
include: space where the item is stored, the item’s size, the item’s MD5 checksum value 
that DuraCloud calculated upon initial upload, the user who created/uploaded the content 
item, and the MAC time information for the item that was provided by the local file system 
upon first upload (MAC = modified, access, and change times for the file). Additionally, 
users can edit the mime type associated with the file, create a copy of the content item to 
store elsewhere in DuraCloud, download the content item, view the content item within the 
browser (if it’s an image file type), or delete the content item from DuraCloud entirely (this is 
a multi-verification step process).
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Bagger + bad file name = failed on ingest to MA
We are creating the legal framework and business model for institutions wanting to band 
together to join as a Collaborative Membership!!
This is the model we tested…there are other options out there for membership (standalone 
memberships) screen shot of pricing One point about what we tested (collaborative) might 
mention that standalone and PLN  versions require commitment to becoming host/server 
for a node.





Archivematica and DuraCloud have teamed up to provide a hosted (web-based), “soup-to-
nuts” solution that combines the front-end processing of Archivematica and the back-end 
preservation services of DuraCloud. This new solution is new as of February 2015, and so 
was not part of our original testing period. 



Subscription plans available. They offer an add-on package for additional storage. For more 
than 1 TB of data, storage starts at $1000/TB/year (this is in addition to the standard plan). 
Ideal for institutions with large collections. For institutions with 10 TB or more, the price of 
storage can be reduced further (must contact them for quote).
Pricing current as of June 2, 2015

**If there is time, we could watch the 3-minute overview video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7Ryyo2UWGA&feature=youtu.be





Do we want to note that this is not a replacement for an institutional repository? Or is it?
** Get a blurb on their e-mail preservation **
It can also ingest, process, migrate, and preserve e-mails, including all attachments and in-
line objects 

From the website: “Preservica Cloud Edition is an affordable, secure, and easy-to-use 
OAIS Digital Preservation and Public Access solution hosted for you in the Cloud. You get 
everything you need right out-of-the-box allowing you to get started without needing to 
purchase in-house servers or have local IT resources.”



Pricing and features current as of June 2, 2015. This cloud edition is best for small to mid-
size institutions. They have options for larger institutions. 
New features include: Automated CONTENTdm, Microsoft SharePoint, and Outlook ingests 
(e-mail preservation!); large file upload; one-day introductory training on regular webinars.
They have recently changed their storage (used to be starter was up to 100 GB – now 250 
GB)







If there is an error during the Ingest, the system will notify you and show an error message. 
You can view messages on the far right column. 



Preservation Plan details – deciding what to put in the AIP. 
- Identify what is most at risk
- Migrate files to a preservation-friendly format.



PRESERVATION - Migrate to AIP in Progress



PRESERVATION - Storing to the AIP successful!



It provides nice reports!



Access view – you can actually SEE what was migrated!! You can also migrate and 
download documents to create access copies.



Access interface



This is meant for very small institutions. Internet Archive will only take public domain 
material.



Stores a preservation copy of the uploaded materials on 2 different continents
We have a tutorial for how to do this !!!!



Mention they have a free version





Take out the printed handout so you can follow along!
Walk through opening DataAccessioner DataAccessioner.jar

**The morning session we accessioned a collection of cats. This afternoon is for you dog 
lovers. **



Walk through opening DataAccessioner DataAccessioner.jar

Name this folder NewAccessions. Also make an Access Copies and Master Copies Folder.





Mention you can copy this in from the “basic” accession file created earlier.





Make a copy of the Master, place in the Access Copies folder, and don’t touch the Master 
Copy again unless a new derivative is needed, or until you move it into a preservation 
system.



Add the Access Copies to your inventory spreadsheet.



Remember, DA only generates a raw XML file. For a user-friendly version to read the 
metadata, we will be using this reporting function called 
DataAccessioner: Metadata Transformer tool.







Much prettier than the raw XML, right?
**GO TO A LIVE VERSION TO DEMO THE HTML FILE. ONLY WORKS WITH CHROME**



Short break? Assess the room and the time to see if people want a stretch break.



A fully implemented and viable preservation program addresses organizational issues, 
technological concerns, and funding questions, balancing them like a three-legged stool.
Organizational Infrastructure includes the policies, procedures, practices, people—the 
elements that any programmatic area needs to thrive, but specialized to address digital 
preservation requirements. It addresses this key development question:
What are the requirements and parameters for the organization's digital preservation 
program?
0101 Technological Infrastructure consists of the requisite equipment, software, 
hardware, a secure environment, and skills to establish and maintain the digital 
preservation program. It anticipates and responds wisely to changing technology. It 
addresses this key development question:
How will the organization meet defined digital preservation requirements?
$$$$ Resources Framework addresses the requisite startup, ongoing, and contingency 
funding to enable and sustain the digital preservation program. It addresses this key 
development question:
What resources will it take to develop and maintain the organization’s digital preservation 
program?



Know who your allies are and how their role can help you towards your DP goals. Because
you wouldn’t want to send Aqua Man into a land-based battle.



Give them a couple of minutes to brainstorm some on their own (or in small groups based 
on institution type…)
Start white-boarding the roles – Activity: Identify risks of inaction
If you don’t do DP, what would happen? 
1.) Get in groups for 5 minutes, create a list of roles. White board for 5 minutes
2.) IN THE SAME GROUPS, make lists of inaction. What are the risks of doing 
nothing? Put on white board



I can imagine that some people might not “already have a working relationship” with people 
in the roles listed.  Maybe add this as a point for emphasis. 
Think of it as moving even one square to the right on the NDSA Levels of Preservation grid 
• After bringing these colleagues on board, what are 3 concrete, small steps that you 

can take together to move your burgeoning DP program forward?



‐Conversations/Meetings   
‐ Inventory what you already have
‐ Enhance the metadata of the records you already have
‐ Look at how current policies address digital materials (ex. collection development)
‐ Download DA and play with it some more! 
‐Tool investigation: Dig a little deeper on tools that piqued your interest today
‐ Look at other institutions’ DP policies with an eye to crafting your own
‐ Engage in some outreach/education activities…host a Brown Bag!
‐ Read the POWRR white paper







** These are actual conversations that came up during our attempts to do advocacy at our 
institutions. You may run into some roadblocks, but it’s vital to show people that DP is also 
THEIR problem, despite all the other problems that exist.**
Have them get out one pagers here!

Advocacy is important to teach people that it’s also THEIR problem. 
-Our one-pagers may help you frame why digital preservation is important to different 
jobs/function.
-The risks of doing nothing are a lot greater than they may think
• Good policies incorporate multiple viewpoints.

• Other people at your institutions will bring up issues – and possible solutions – you 
may have missed.

• You will discover many things that you don’t directly control that still directly affect your 
work. This will lead you to more people to add to your team.





Identifying what is it risk (inventory), why it is at risk (one-pagers), and what the loss would 
mean to your institution will make an incredibly compelling case to your leaders (aka the 
holders of the checkbook!)



Monologue to talk them off the edge. You don’t have to pick the tools/services that will do 
ALL of the steps from the get go. Start with a step or two. And it doesn’t even have to be 
with a fancy schmancy tool!
CAVEAT: Time Sensitive. Software changes quickly. Like, REALLY QUICKLY. Reference 
COPTR



JAIME



This slide should be less wordy. MAKE LESS WORDY
• How many staff members will be actively engaged in the digital curation lifecycle? Are 

they tech-savvy?

• How robust and supportive is your technical/systems group? Do you even have one? 
How about some developers/programmers…have any of those on staff?

• Is your institution already using archival management software or an Institutional 
Repository (like ARCHON/ArchivesSpace, BePress, Fedora etc.)? You’ll want to 
select tools/services that work well with what you have.

• Do you have digital collections unique to your institution that are irreplaceable? 
Consider organizing collections along the lines of those that warrant more robust 
preservation services than others. For example:

1 TB (High Value)  MetaArchive (gold standard)
3 TB (Medium Value)   Amazon Glacier (cheapest 

storage with fixity checking)
Rest (Replaceable)  Tape Drive Backups 



You can have a lot of archivists and no one tech-savvy. That could be a problem
NOTE: maybe mention that Glacier is available as standalone storage and also a back-end 
option with X products that we tested?







Gauge to see if there is interest in a Google hangout in 3 months.



Insert NWA and SHN logos




